Erasmus code : F NANCY43

Name of the institution: UNIVERSITÉ DE LORRAINE
International Relations Office address:
- Direction des Relations Internationales et Européennes (DRIE)
  NANCY: 91 avenue de la Libération, BP 454 - 54001 NANCY Cedex – France
  METZ: Ile du Saulcy, BP 80794 - 57012 METZ Cedex 01 – France
Head of the international office: Ms Nathalie FICK
Institutional Erasmus+ Coordinator: Ms Céline COURDIER
drie-mobilite-contact@univ-lorraine.fr
EUC number: 264194-LA-1-2014-1-FR-E4AKA1-ECHE

CONTACTS
Ms. Céline COURDIER: Assistant director, Management of international Mobility Programs
Responsible for the administrative and financial follow-up of student and staff mobility
celine.courdier@univ-lorraine.fr / +33 3 72 74 04 88

MOBILITIES FOR STUDIES – ERASMUS SMS

Ms. Ratiba BELBEKOUCHE
ratiba.belbekouche@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 3 72 74 05 12

Ms. Elisabeth BILLY
elisabeth.billy@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 3 72 74 04 97
Contact person for BCI program (Canada)

Ms. Aurore PILISI
aurole.pilisi@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 72 74 05 08

Ms. Arnaud BOURGUIGNON
arnaud.bourguignon@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 72 74 04 98

Ms. Isabelle ROLLAND
isabelle.rolland@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 72 74 04 96

Ms. Frédérique GRACI
frederique.graci@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 3 72 74 05 11
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elisabeth.billy@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 3 72 74 04 97
Contact person for BCI program (Canada)

Mr. Arnaud BOURGUIGNON
arnaud.bourguignon@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 72 74 04 98

Ms. Aurore PILISI
aurole.pilisi@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 72 74 05 08

Ms. Isabelle ROLLAND
isabelle.rolland@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 72 74 04 96

Ms. Frédérique GRACI
frederique.graci@univ-lorraine.fr
+33 3 72 74 05 11

Faculty of Law and Economics of Nancy
IUT Nancy-Brabois – Technological Institute
IUT Metz – Technological Institute
ENSISI – National Engineering School for Innovation Systems
Faculty of Languages and Arts of Metz
Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics (IDMC)

Faculty of Languages and Arts of Nancy
IECA – European Institute for Cinema and Audiovisual
INSPE – Teachers vocational school
IUT Nancy-Charlemagne – Technological Institute
ISFAES – Franco-German Higher Institute for Technology, Economics and Sciences

Faculty of Sciences and Technologies of Nancy (FST)
ENSAIA– National Engineering School of Agronomy and Food Industries
ENSTIB– National Engineering School of Wood Technology and Industry
ENSIC– National Engineering School of Chemical Industries
Faculty of Law and Economics of Metz
Faculty of Pharmacy
IUT Moselle-Est – Technological Institute
IAE Metz – School of Management

EEIGM – European Engineering School of Material Sciences
IUT de Saint-Dié des Vosges – Technological Institute
Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics and Mechanics
Faculty of Odontology
CEU – Institute of European Studies
Faculty of Human and Social Sciences of Metz
ENSIG – National Engineering School of Geology

Polytech Nancy - Engineering School
Faculty of Medical Sciences
TELECOM Nancy – Engineering School of ICT
Faculty of Human and Social Sciences of Nancy
IUT de Longwy – Technological Institute
IUT d’Epinal – Technological Institute
Faculty of Basic and Applied Sciences, and Sport sciences (SciFA)
**NOMINATION AND APPLICATION PROTOCOLS**

- **Online Application Form:**
  - Link to Mobility Online sent to incoming students after nomination.

  - **Deadline for Applications:**
    - **Autumn Term:**
      - Nominations deadline: May 15th
      - Application deadline: May 31st
    - **Spring Term:**
      - Nominations deadline: October 15th
      - Application deadline: October 31st

- **For Dental Studies Only (Faculty of Odontology):**
  - **Autumn Term:**
    - Nominations deadline: April 1st
    - Application deadline: April 15th
  - **Spring Term:**
    - Nominations deadline: July 1st
    - Application deadline: July 15th

**ACCOMMODATION**

- Informations about student accommodation in Lorraine:

**INSURANCE**

**VISA**

- Our institution will provide assistance, when required, in securing residence permits for incoming students and staff.

**DISABLED STUDENTS**

**CONTACT PERSON FOR OUTGOING AND INCOMING STUDENTS**

- Mr. Jérôme GEHIN
  - jerome.gehin@univ-lorraine.fr / +33 72 74 05 06